**Works on any door**
The Open Sesame Door System operator is engineered for the rigorous demands of external doors, and is adaptable to many different door arrangements. It can be configured to operate with either left-handed or right-handed hinged doors as well as outward opening or inward opening doors. Because of the versatility of the Open Sesame Door System, you can take the unit with you if you relocate, and only minor adaptations may be necessary. This investment in your mobility is not lost if you move!

**Use existing electrical outlets**
Open Sesame Door System is battery powered, contributing to the ease of installation and re-installation. A plug-in wall transformer and low voltage wiring kit constantly charges the internal battery, eliminating the need for installation of expensive electrical outlets or unsightly extension cords.

**Technical Service**
Over the course of the company’s history, we encounter daily requests for assistance with door opening applications and assistive technology information. We gladly make our significant engineering expertise available to the general public and to our dealers. Our regular office hours are 9 am - 6 pm PST, Monday through Friday for regular inquiries.

**Installation**
We recommend that the Open Sesame Door System be installed by one of our participating dealers. When not available in your area, the Open Sesame staff will be happy to locate and assist a qualified installer such as a locksmith, security access company or competent handyman.

**Participating Dealer**
www.opensesamedoor.com

**WARNING**
It is strongly recommended that you continue to carry keys to your home in the event of an unexpected failure in some part of the Open Sesame Door System.
Complete Independence
At the touch of a button, the Open Sesame Door System operator gives you complete independence: it unlatches your locked door, then opens, pauses and closes it, all automatically. It operates with a wheelchair mounted remote control and other environmental controls that are compatible with most types of disabilities.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
It is our intention that your Open Sesame Door System last a lifetime. We offer an unprecedented 90-day Satisfaction Guarantee and a 5-year Limited Warranty.* With our metal parts and ultra reliable motors, we are confident you will enjoy Open Sesame for many years of reliable service. *Please see our website or request an owner’s manual for detailed statement of our warranty.

Battery Back-up Standard
Feel secure with your Open Sesame Door System and its built-in battery backup! In the event of a power outage, you will still have full power use of your door for several hours, allowing you to get in and out of your home when you need it most. On other manufacturer's units, this important safety feature is either not available or an expensive addition.

Power or Manual Operation
Your Open Sesame Door System offers unique conveniences in operation. You can control the door with a remote control device or operate the door manually. Unlike some other door opening devices that are compatible with most types of disabilities.

Remote Control Standard
Each Open Sesame Door System comes standard with a remote control that can be either handheld or easily mounted on a wheelchair. This high-powered remote device can activate the door system from anywhere in the home, and can be activated with fingers, palm, the side of the hand and more.

Hand Assembled
Each Open Sesame Door operator is assembled by hand by an individual craftsman. After assembly, your door opener is inspected and thoroughly tested as a complete working system. You truly do get what you pay for with Open Sesame!

Top Quality System
Your Open Sesame Door System is a highly reliable, complete system – made in the U.S.A. We utilize the highest quality materials available: permanently lubricated steel gears, steel housing, commercial grade door release hardware. Unlike some flimsy units, we use no plastic parts in our systems that could easily break after only months of use.

Security
The Open Sesame Door System incorporates the use of a door release mechanism installed in the door frame. This type of mechanism, called an "electric strike plate", is commonly used in apartment buildings where an intercom system is present, and allows the continued use of existing keys. There are some exceptions where non-locking door handles are present and existing hardware may need to be replaced.**

Optional Controls
We also offer remote controls that can be connected to specialty switches and wheelchair controls. The Open Sesame Door System can be customized with a wide range of activation devices such as wall push pads, X-10 home control systems and other environmental controls. Please contact us for expert consultation to find a way to accommodate any range of disability.

Keyless Entry Pad Available
A popular option to the Open Sesame Door System is the keyless entry pad, a wireless device easily installed on the outside of the door. Keypads are usually intended for attendants and care providers to allow easy access to the residence without dispensing keys. Our keypads use a 4-digit combination that can be easily changed at a moments notice.
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Your Password to Independence
As the owner of the very first Open Sesame Door opener back in 1985, I can honestly say it has been by far the most reliable piece of equipment I have ever owned. Like the Energizer bunny, year after year, it just kept going and going and going. Since my first Open Sesame I have upgraded twice, not because the old one stopped working, but because of the latest features and innovations: especially the secure feeling of having battery backup in case of a power outage. Their professionalism and service have been superb and I would highly recommend them.

- Kathi Pugh, Berkeley, California
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